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In accordance with the "New Basel Capital Accord" requirement, legal risk 
is a particular type of operation risk, which includes but not limited to the risk 
resulting from fines, penalties or punitive damages paid for regulating measures 
and civil and commercial disputes. Corporate legal risk is the possibility of 
negative legal consequences in the law enforcement process owing to external 
legal environment changes or because of any subjects including corporates not 
exercise their rights or fulfill their obligations required by law or contracts.  
Although having been increasing used in corporate management in recent 
years, corporate legal risk control is still been neglected by small and 
medium-sized enterprises. Based on this situation, the paper selects the small 
and medium-sized enterprises procurement part to analyze and gives personal 
views in controlling the legal risks of small and medium-sized enterprises.  
The paper is divided into three chapters. The first chapter gives a general 
introduction of the legal risks of small and medium-sized enterprises, including 
the definition of the legal risks of small and medium-sized enterprises, the main 
legal risks in the procurement part and the aims and significances of legal risk 
management. The second chapter focuses on the detailed analysis of the small 
and medium-sized enterprises main legal risks in the procurement part on order 
to give a deeper and more concrete understanding. Then the third chapter, on 
the basis of the second one, is trying to solve the problem of legal risks control.  
The innovations of this paper lie in these two aspects: First, because 
domestic small and medium-sized enterprises procurement legal risks 
controlling is weak, so propose a solution quickly. Second, it introduces 
internal control. That is to set up an internal legal control system to eliminate 
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